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1. Introduction
In this paper, a meta-optimization algorithm, based on Local Unimodal
Sampling (LUS), has been applied to tune selected parameters of QuantumInspired Evolutionary Algorithm for numerical optimization problems coded in
real numbers. Tuning of the following two parameters has been considered:
crossover rate and contraction factor. Performance landscapes of the algorithm
meta-fitness have been approximated and numerical experiments have been conducted on four high-dimensional optimization problems. The tuned algorithm
outperformed the algorithm with initially proposed parameters in the conducted
experiments.
The quantum-inspired evolutionary algorithms are located in the intersection
of two subfields of computer science: quantum computing and evolutionary
computing. Quantum computing[34] is a new branch of computer science concerning applications of unique quantum mechanical effects to solving computational problems. By application of such unique quantum mechanical phenomena
it is possible to solve selected computational problems extremely efficiently.
Contrary to “true” quantum algorithms (e.g. Grover’s search algorithm[15] or
Shor’s factorization algorithm[40]), the considered algorithms do not require
a functional quantum computer for their efficient implementation. Instead, the
algorithms exploit additional level of randomness inspired by concepts and principles drawn from quantum mechanical systems, such as qubits or superposition
of states. The first proposal of evolutionary algorithm based on the concepts and
principles of quantum computing was presented in [33] and this area is still intensively studied nowadays. Other early examples of quantum-inspired genetic
algorithms which employ binary quantum representation based on qubits are due
to Han and Kim[17,18,20]. In the past decade, several other variants
[1,5,6,7,9,39] of quantum evolutionary algorithms with real numbers representation have been also proposed. To simplify the notation, the algorithms will be
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also denoted henceforth in this paper as quantum evolutionary algorithms. Despite no real quantum-level hardware is required for their efficient implementation, a possibility of potential implementation of the algorithms on a quantum
computer is quite probable in the future[43]. This paper concerns the Real-Coded
Quantum-Inspired Evolutionary Algorithm (RCQiEA), which has been presented
in [5].
Recent years have witness successful applications of quantum-inspired evolutionary algorithms in variety of different areas, including image processing[13,21,23,40,41,42], network design problems[26,45,46], flow shop scheduling problems[16,48], thermal unit commitment[22], power system optimization[44], discovering structures in time series[3] and others[8,28]. Quantum evolutionary algorithms with real numbers representation have been also successfully applied in various fields: engineering optimization problems[1], option pricing modelling [10,12], power system optimization[2], financial data analysis[9,11], training fuzzy neural networks [47] and ceramic grinding optimization[29]. Consequently, it has been demonstrated that quantum evolutionary algorithms are capable to outperform classical metaheuristics for a wide range of
problems.
Though several successful attempts [17,18,19,25] have been made for some
specific algorithms, no strong theoretical foundations of general quantum evolutionary algorithms exist or the models are highly oversimplified. Also, no systematic approach to tuning parameters of the algorithms has been taken yet.
Therefore, no general rules for setting parameters of quantum evolutionary algorithms are currently identified and it is the main motivation behind this paper.
Usually, the researcher’s experience in setting the parameters is required. In [5],
few hints have been given on setting the value of the RCQiEA algorithm parameters. Neither the influence of the parameter value on the efficacy of the algorithm
has been investigated. The aim of this paper was to analyse influence of the algorithm parameters and to find their optimum values. A meta-optimization technique has been applied to tune selected parameters of RCQiEA algorithms and
preliminary results of this approach have been presented.
Meta-optimization[4] is a method of tuning one optimization algorithm using
another optimizer. Thus, tuning is considered as an optimization problem on its
own. Meta-optimization is also known in the literature as meta-evolution, superoptimization, automated parameter calibration etc. First proposals of such approach have been presented in the late 1970s [32] for finding optimal parameter
settings of a genetic algorithm. Other examples of genetic algorithm parameters
meta-optimization include [14,24,31]. A state-of-the-art technique in this field is
due to Pedersen[37]. The Pedersen’s tuning is based on a simple optimization
algorithm, Local Unimodal Sampling (LUS) [39]. This technique has been already used successfully to find good parameters for the evolutionary computing

methods, Differential Evolution[36,37] and Particle Swarm Optimization[31,35,37], and the results turned out to generalize well to various optimization problems.
This paper is structured as follows. In section 2, main concepts of QuantumInspired Evolutionary Algorithm for problems coded in real numbers have been
presented. In section 3, a Pedersen’s meta-optimization technique has been
briefly described. In section 4, conditions of conducted numerical experiments
have been given, which allow the reader to replicate and to verify our research. In
section 5, results of the experiments have been presented and evaluated. In section 6, final conclusions have been drawn and the article has been briefly summarized.

2. Quantum-Inspired Evolutionary Algorithm
This section briefly presents the Quantum-Inspired Evolutionary Algorithm
for problem coded in real numbers (RCQiEA). For more detailed description of
the algorithm the reader is referred to [5].
Let us denote by Q ( t ) { q 1 , q 2 ,..., q N } the t-th generation of a quantum population consisting of N quantum individuals. Each quantum individual qi is formed
by G quantum genes q i [ g i 1 g i 2 ... g iG ] . A quantum gene in RCQiEA algorithm is
modelled as a continuous, uniform probability distribution of sampling the university of discourse of the gene. Thus, the quantum gene can be encoded by two
numbers g ij ( ij , ij ) , where ij denotes the centre of the j-th gene square pulse
(mean value of probability distribution) and ij denotes the width of the pulse.
An illustration of a quantum gene has been depicted in figure 1.

Figure 1. Example of real-coded quantum gene
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The heights of square pulses are calculated according to the formula:
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which guarantees that later in the algorithm the total area created by the sum
of the pulses on the same locus is 1. Consequently, the sum constitutes a probability distribution function (PDF) directly.

Figure 2. General overview of Real-Coded Quantum-Inspired Evolutionary Algorithm

The general schema of RCQiEA algorithm has been illustrated in figure 2.
Briefly, the quantum population Q(t) encodes a probability distribution function
for each variable. The algorithm samples the search-space with respect to these
distributions. Then, typical recombination, evaluation and selection of the resulting classical individuals are performed. Finally, probability distributions encoded
in Q(t+1) are updated to increase the chance of sampling good individuals in
future generations. The full pseudocode of the algorithm is given as follows:

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

t

1

create the initial quantum population Q(1) with N individuals, consisting of
G quantum genes each // initialization
while t <= T: // main loop
create a cumulative distribution functions (CDF) for the population Q(t)
generate E(t) by observing Q(t) (using the CDFs)
if t = 1:
C (t )

8.
9.

E (t )

else:
crossover between

E (t )

E (t )

and C (t ) // classical gen. operator

10.

evaluate E ( t ) // individuals’ fitness evaluation

11.

C (t )

12.
13.
14.

K best individuals from

[ E (t )

E ( t )]

// hard selection

end if
with the N better individuals from C(t) do // update of q. population
apply translate operation to Q (t )
Q (t 1)

15.

Q (t

1)

apply resize operation to

Q (t

1)

16.
end with
17. end while
In the beginning of the algorithm (step 2), the initial population Q(1) is created consisting of individuals with random pulses centres. The width
of all
genes is set initially to the total domain width. In the beginning of the main loop
(steps 4 and 5), the quantum population Q(t) is observed, i.e. a classical population E(t) of K N individuals is created. This step is performed in two stages.
First, interference process between the quantum individuals is simulated and
G probability distribution functions are created by summing the individuals’
pulses of the same loci. Then, corresponding cumulative distribution functions
are calculated which allows sampling the search-space with respect to the probability distributions easily, as follows:
x

CDF

1

(r )

where r is a random number in the [0,1] interval, CDF 1 is the inverse for
the cumulative distribution function and x
is an observed value of the variable.
In the first iteration of the algorithm, the observed population E(t) is copied
directly to the population C(t) (step 7). In consequent iterations, an additional
genetic operator, classical uniform crossover between currently observed popula-

tion E(t) and the previously generated population C(t), is applied. The pseudocode for the crossover operator is as follows:
1. for i = 1 to K:
2.
select individual ei from E(t)
3.
select individual ci from C(t)
4.
for j = 1 to G:
5.
random number in [ 0 ,1 ) using uniform distribution
r
6.

if

7.

:

r

e ' ij

8.
9.

e ij

else:
e ' ij

c ij

10.
end if
11.
end for
12. end for
The parameter (in line 6 above) is the crossover rate. The value =1 carries on all the genes in the created individuals to the offspring. The crossover rate
equal to 0 does not modify the individuals and no evolution occurs.
The last step in the main loop of RCQiEA algorithm is an update of the
quantum population Q(t). This operation consists of two stages. First, the centre
of each gene are homogenously modified by making the mean values of
ij
genes equal to the values of the genes from the N best individuals from the classical population C(t). Then, the resize operation is applied, as given in equation:
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where:
is the rate of how many individuals of the current C(t) population
have their fitness improved in comparison to the previous generation and
( 0 ,1 ) is the contraction factor. The formula (2.2) is based on a simple heuristic known as the 1/5th rule: If more than 20% of individuals improve their fitness, the range of sampling the search space is increased. If less than 20% of
individuals improve their fitness, the range of sampling the search space is decreased. In other words, if only few individuals improve in subsequent generations, the population starts to converge and the algorithm performs local search.
When the pulses widths are modified, also their height must be updated, according to the equation (2.1), because the sum of their areas needs to form a valid
probability distribution function. The pulses resize operation can be performed at

every iteration or it can be applied at larger steps, specified by the parameter k.
For example, if the parameter k = 5, the width of the pulses is modified every five
generations of the population Q(t).

3. Meta-optimization and Local Unimodal Sampling
Performance of evolutionary computing methods depends strongly on various behavioural parameters, such as mutation range, genetic operators application probabilities, learning factors, migration rate, selection pressure etc. Usually,
the parameters have great impact on performance and efficacy of the algorithm
and often they are found by manual, time-consuming experimentation. Parameters values can be evaluated according to the performance of the algorithm. Such
meta-fitness of an algorithm is a quantity that describes performance of the algorithm with given parameters set. When the number of behavioural parameters
increases, the time usage for computing such a performance landscape increases
exponentially. Moreover, because of stochastic nature of evolutionary algorithms, the algorithm meta-fitness needs to be based on an average over at least
50 executions of the algorithm [27]. Consequently, evaluation of meta-fitness is
a very time-consuming and computationally exhaustive operation. For example,
if a population consists of 100 individuals evolving for 1000 generations, one
evaluation
of
the
evolutionary
algorithm
meta-fitness
requires
evaluations of the individuals’ fitness. As it is easy to see,
50 100 1000
5000000
an evaluation of meta-fitness takes several orders of magnitude longer than an
evaluation of fitness. Therefore, an efficient method is needed to search the space
of parameters.
Meta-optimization is a systematic approach to this problem and the general
idea behind it has been presented in figure 3. The meta-optimization algorithm
assesses parameters of the underlying optimizer according to its meta-fitness
measure. Assuming that the global optimum of the fitness function is known, the
meta-fitness can be based on the number of iterations that the algorithm needs to
find the correct solution and this method has been used in this paper.

Figure 3. Meta-optimization concept

A modern technique of meta-optimization is due to Pedersen[35,36,37].
Pedersen’s tuning is based on Local Unimodal Sampling (LUS) algorithm which
has been introduced in [38] and it was initially designed for unimodal functions,
although it has been found to work well for harder optimization problems. Compared to the traversal of the entire parameters space, the meta-optimization technique uses only a small fraction of the computational time. It is critical for metaoptimization due to the computational time needed in the meta-optimization
process. Pedersen’s tuning technique is not limited only to his proposal of the
overlaid meta-optimizer, Local Unimodal Sampling. The technique includes also,
for example, a pre-emptive fitness evaluation which allows reducing computational time significantly if the meta-fitness is based on aggregate performance for
several problems (simultaneously tuning parameters with regard to multiple optimization problems).

Let us denote by p a vector of the algorithm parameters that are going to be
tuned. The pseudocode of Local Unimodal Sampling is as follows:

1. Initialize p to a random solution in the parameters search space:

p

 
U ( b lo , b up )

2. Set the initial sampling range:

d


b up


b lo

3. Repeat until the termination criterion is met:
a.


a
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d. else:
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where: n is the number of the tuned parameters, U denotes a random vector


from n-dimensional hypercube, b lo and b lup are lower and upper boundaries of
the parameters and is a parameter of the Local Unimodal Sampling algorithm.
In contrast to most evolutionary computing methods, LUS is not a popula
tion-based algorithm. Only one candidate solution p is iteratively evaluated and
updated, which behaves very similarly to (1+1) evolution strategy. Consequently,
LUS is often able to find the optimum in comparatively few evaluations of fitness function in search-spaces that are fairly smooth.

4. Numerical Experiments
In [5], it has been demonstrated that RCQiEA outperforms several modern
metaheuristics, Stochastic Genetic Algorithm, Fast Evolutionary Programming,
Fast Evolutionary Strategy and Particle Swarm Optimization, in numerical optimization. However, no general rules have been given on setting values of the
algorithm parameters. Neither the authors of [5] provided the parameter they
have used in their experiments.
This section describes conditions of the experiments which replicate and extend previous studies. Objective of our experiments was to analyse influence of

the parameters p ( , ) and to find their optimum values in the search space
[ 0 ,1 ] ( 0 ,1 ] . The algorithms, RCQiEA and LUS, have been implemented in Python programming language. To accelerate the computations, objective functions
have been implemented in C, a lower-level programming language. As a random
number generator the Mersenne twister algorithm has been used which provides
very good statistical properties and an ultra-long period which are essential for
reliable experimentation with stochastic algorithms[27,30]. The experiments
have been conducted on i686 machine with Intel(R) Core i7 CPU (2.93 GHz),
12 GB RAM.
Performance of the two algorithms has been compared: RCQiEA with the
initial parameters given in table 2 and RCQiEA algorithm tuned with the metaoptimization technique. Because the value of was not provided in [5], =0.5
was assumed for the comparison. Four test functions have been used. The functions, their domains and dimensionality have been presented in table 1. The
global minimums of the functions are located in x * ( 0 , 0 ,..., 0 ) , where f ( x * ) 0 .
The experiments concerned optimization of 30-dimensional functions f1 – f4.
However, to illustrate complexity and modality of the functions, their twodimensional versions have been presented in figure 4. f1 and f2 are unimodal and
f3 and f4 are multimodal functions. Parameter of the overlaid LUS algorithm

was set to 13 , which has been drawn from [35]. 30 iterations of the algorithm have
been executed.
~

The meta-fitness f ( , ) : [ 0 ,1] ( 0 ,1] 
has been based on the test functions f evaluation count. When RCQiEA algorithm finds the optimum solution
*
*
6
x with a satisfactory precision
10 , i.e. | f ( x )
f (x ) |
, further optimization
of the test function is aborted and the evaluation count of the f function is taken
into account. An average of this evaluation count is taken over 50 runs of
~
RCQiEA algorithm as the value of the algorithm meta-fitness f . Moreover, if the
algorithm failed to locate optimum solution
100000 was added.

x

*

in 5000 iterations, the penalty of

Table 1. Test functions used in the experiments
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Table 2. Parameters of the RCQiEA algorithm drawn from [5]

Size (N) of the quantum population Q(t)
Size (K) of the classical population C(t)
Number of generations k before checking improvement
Crossover rate
Contraction factor
Maximum number of generations

f1
10
10
10

f2
5
5
8

f3
10
10
5

f4
4
4
20

0.1

0.1

0.1

1

0.5

0.5

0.5

0.5

5000

f1

f2

f3

f4

Figure 4. Two-dimensional version of the test functions f1 – f4.

5. Results
~

For the four test functions, meta-fitness f landscapes of the algorithm
RCQiEA have been approximated and they have been depicted in figure 5. The
plots of the landscapes have been approximated on a grid of points with the step
of 0.1 in each dimension which results in quite low precision but provides a general overview of the landscape shape. The approximation of the landscapes took
about one day on a modern personal computer. To accelerate the computation,
the search-space [ 0 ,1 ] ( 0 ,1 ] has been divided into 8 regions. The computation for
each region has been performed in parallel in separate thread which reduced the
computational time greatly on the processor providing 4 cores and Hyper~
Threading Technology. It is easy to see that the meta-fitness f landscapes for the

considered test functions are almost smooth and regular. In figure 5, selected
trajectories of LUS algorithm in the meta-fitness search space have been also
presented.

Figure 5. Meta-fitness landscapes for the four test functions

The best parameters ,
that eventually have been found with LUS algorithm for the test functions have been presented in table 3.
Table 3. Best parameters values which have been found by meta-optimization process

crossover rate

f1
0.952

f2
0.439

f3
0.780

f4
0.933

contraction factor

0.129

0.735

0.421

0.714

The results of the comparison for the functions f1 – f4 have been presented in
figure 6. For the functions f1, f2 and f3, the tuned algorithm outperformed the initial algorithm in both convergence rate and the quality of the best found solution.
For the function f4, the algorithm had a lower convergence rate in the beginning
but eventually it finds a better solution of the optimization problem than the

~

original algorithm. It is due to the definition of the metafitness f , i.e. the goal of
the meta-optimizer was to find the parameters set that makes the RCQiEA algorithm to find the optimum solution precisely.
a)

b)

c)

d)

Figure 6. Comparison of the algorithm efficacy with original and tuned parameters for
the test functions: a) f1 b) f2 c) f3 d) f4

Despite the plots have been generated for an average over 50 runs of the algorithms, an unexpected pattern emerged. A suspicious periodicity of the evolution can be observed in subfigure 6a and it needs some explanation. In the beginning of the evolution, the tuned algorithm performs very well and most individuals improve. Thus, after the first check for the improvement (in k-th generation),
the width of pulses is extended by a large factor (division by =0.129), according to equation (2.2). Consequently, in the next period of k generations, the algorithm samples a much bigger space (namely, (1 / 0 . 129 ) 30 4 . 8 10 26 times bigger)
and it is unlikely that any individual improves. After the next k generations, the
improvement rate is checked again. This time, the width of each pulse is multiplied by =0.129 and the oscillation continues. The period length is k genera-

tions ( k K objective function evaluations). The conclusion can be drawn that
for small values of the contraction factor
and highly dimensional objective
functions the algorithm modifies the sampling range back and forth what creates
favourable conditions for the periodical behaviour of the evolution, i.e. periods of
slow convergence alternate periods of fast convergence rate. The same behaviour
can be also observed in subfigures 6b and 6c.

6. Conclusions
In this paper, a meta-optimization algorithm based on Local Unimodal Sampling has been applied to tune the two parameters of Quantum-Inspired Evolutionary Algorithm for problem coded in real numbers, crossover rate and contraction factor . Performance landscapes for the two parameters have been approximated. Contrary to traversal of the entire parameters search space or manual
experimentation, Local Unimodal Sampling is an effective method in tuning
quantum-inspired evolutionary algorithms. Possibilities for further research in
this field include: other test functions, optimization of other parameters of the
algorithm. Also, the experiments should be conducted with same values of other
parameters, which would allow identifying general rules for setting crossover
rate and contraction factor.
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